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Lone freshman chooses to major in gen-eds
DEREK SWANSON
A MASSIVE
DISAPPOINTMENT
Due to the overwhelming
effectiveness of interdisciplinary seminars, one freshman student has declared
himself as a general education major to earn the most,
or perhaps least, well-rounded degree he can.
Contrary to his upper
classmen classmates who
have chosen specific careers
with obvious job paths, this
particular freshman, Noah
Kareer, has chosen one that
can net him as few employment opportunities as possible. Kareer declared himself
a gen-ed major for a couple
of reasons, the first being the
uncertain job market.
“I think the best remedy
for entering the uncertain job
market is to be even more
uncertain,” said Kareer. “All
the seniors are telling me that
gen-eds are not the move,
but I beg to differ. They really

ARE the move!”
From a senior’s perspective, the decision to study
only introductory courses
that barely scratch the surface of skills needed for any
given profession is pretty
short-sighted.
“I mean yeah bro like,
maybe gen-eds are okay and
stuff, like you have to take
them, but why would you
major in them?” said senior
veterinary logistics major
Matty O’. “Like how do you
even do that? What job is
gonna hire you?”
In the eyes of the optimistic freshmen, jobs really only
care about the gen-eds you
take anyway. However, since
Lewis requires all graduates
to earn a minimum of 128
credit hours, the freshman is
having to get creative with
what remaining gen-eds he
will take.
“So far I’ve taken Intro to
Philosophy twice, The Search
for Faith three times, College
Writing II once, the list just
goes on,” said Kareer. “I feel

that taking the same gen-eds
multiple times really drives
the point home and shows
future employers that I’m really well-studied.”
While Noah’s professors
applaud his academic enthusiasm, they have discouraged him from taking the
same gen-eds multiple times.
Noah’s former adviser, Dr.
Ima Loseit, who has recently changed her title to “Not
Noah’s Adviser,” had a few
choice words regarding her
student’s career path.
“Let me tread lightly here:
We love that Noah is so enthusiastic about taking geneds, because that’s honestly
how we wish the rest of our
students would feel,” said
Loseit. “But who in their right
mind led that boy to believe
that taking the same gen-eds
that many times would look
good? I told him time and
time again that there’s more
than one gen-ed per requirement he could take; and to
PLEASE pick a major!”
Despite his professors best
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wishes, Kareer is incredibly
sure of himself and will not
be swayed away from his career path, which he claims is
blossoming in popularity at
other institutions.
“So, like on Reddit, all these
other freshmen are telling me
about how they’re managing
in gen-eds too,” said Kareer.
“They all said I should do it,
so I’m gonna, because they’re

all doing it too.”
Kareer will meet with a
new adviser during his advising period in April. He
claims to already have all of
his classes picked out, and
once again, he insists on taking repeats.
“All I really need them to
do is sign the form, I know I’ll
be good,” said Kareer.

Charlies Band performance sparks mosh pit
EMILY KRIVOGRAD
KING OF BU!!$**T
In a wave of fresh, modern
music, questionable hairstyles
and even a moshpit, “the Charlies” have arrived on campus.
After touring around the entire
Will County area, during which
they made their breakout performance at a nearly abandoned
Taco Bell, the Charlies finally
came back to the place where
they formed: Lewis.
“Ya know, we realize that we
have a fan base, even if it’s mostly made up of inmates,” said Al
Wazsmuls, as a swarm of flies
buzzed around his head. “For
our first performance on campus, we knew we had to go big
or go home.”
And go big they did, as the
Charlies first performance took
place in the LUPD office in the
ground level of the LRC. In an
effort to accommodate for large
crowds, useless items such as
extra computers, walkie-talkies
and file cabinets were removed
from the office. Surprisingly, this

DEREK SWANSON

temporary relocation of LUPD’s
materials did not change the
time it took for officers to respond to phone calls.
The band members began
their performance with a hip-

hop-rock-jazz mashup of a song
they called “Pizza My Heart.”
Between extreme mumbling,
screaming and yelling, lyrics
such as “I feel so cheesy” and
“My crust crumbles for you”

could be made out throughout
the night.
As the night continued, the
Charlies drew quite a crowd,
causing a total of 15 people,
along with a couple of confused

faculty members to file into the
LUPD office. This success was
in no doubt due to their unique
selection of instruments, which
consisted of trash can lids, a
glockenspiel and an upturned
bucket.
However, the night quickly
took a turn as an accidental trip
over one’s shoelace sparked the
beginnings of a nearly 10-minute long mosh pit. Even though
the pit broke out in LUPD’s office, faculty members suddenly
disappeared, and those with a
taste for tunes made exclusively
by “musicians” still living in
their parents’ basement were
free to rage on.
“Hey, my mom actually
kicked me out a month ago,”
said trash can drum major Ima
Dissa-Poyntmentt, who plays
the trash can lids in the band.
“She couldn’t understand why I
wanted to collect trash can lids
off the street, but that’s only
because she never really understood my art. Well, that, and my
personal water saving initiativeless showers save the planet,
man!”
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Solar panels flash student pilots
EMILY KRIVOGRAD
KING OF BU!!$**T
The Lewis pilot community
has recently experienced some
on-campus turbulence due to
a new conflict they’ve encountered while flying above the
Romeoville campus. Numerous complaints have been filed
claiming that the solar panels,
located next to a top-secret
campus entrance, keep flashing the pilots as they attempt to
take off and land at the airport.
“I was just trying to focus on
takeoff, when all of the sudden, I saw it,” said aviation
flight major Ben Cingul. “It
was quite a distraction; to be
honest, I think I blacked out for
most of the flight. Those solar
panels really have a mind of
their own.”
In an attempt to protect the

fragile eyes of the student pilots, aviation flight majors
have begun rigorous, comprehensive ten-minute trainings
called, “Blinded by the Light:
Preparing and Recovering
from Severe Flashing.” These
sessions mainly focus on making sure the pilots know what
to do in the event that the solar panels surprise them with,
what aviation flight major
Manfred Mann calls, a “flash
attack.”
“I can’t eat, I can’t sleep, I
don’t know why I can’t stop
thinking about those pristine
solar panels,” said Mann after
experiencing a flash from the
panels. “The panels must have
known I was coming, I got a
devious vibe from them when I
approached. However, I feel as
though those beams of light offered some encouragement, as
the flight went smoothly after

that.”
However, not every pilot has
a fortunate comeback story.
While some have the energy
to fly high in the aftermath of
the flashing, others, as a result
of all the energy expelled from
the frenzy, nearly fall asleep
at the yoke, putting the lives
of the school’s most precious
cargo at risk- the planes themselves.
In addition to the training
sessions, the aviation department has also brainstormed
a few ways that the flashing
can be put to an end, of course,
without requiring them to
make any changes to the flight
route itself. Eventually, they
came to the conclusion that the
Sustainability Club is to blame,
as they’re why the panels are
here in the first place.
However,
communication
with the Sustainability Club
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The solar panels ruthlessly flash the pilots mid-flight, showing
no remorse or concern for their safety.
has been slow, as they’re currently planning out what monstrosity they’ll catapult across
a parking lot next- so far, it

looks like it’ll be the trillions
of leftover fries collected from
the floors and in between the
couch cushions in The Den.

Resident students lose all parking privileges
KENDALL
ZAVADOVICS
FRENCH HORN JUNKIE
On April 1, the university
announced that all resident
students will lose their parking privileges starting April 3.
Resident students can’t have
cars on campus at all, no exceptions.
This has sparked lots of conversation among students. The
LewisU app blew up minutes
after the announcement was
made with opinions from all
sides making an appearance.
Representative
Mercedes
Bends provided multiple reasons for this change. “With
COVID-19 still prevalent, we
want our resident students to
be as safe as possible,” said
Bends. “By eliminating resi-

dent vehicles,
accidents,”
this
encoursaid Bends.
ages our resiBecause of
dents to excluthis new rule,
sively spend
resident stutheir time on
dents will now
campus,
rehave to endure
ducing
any
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lar vortexes in
the
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world.”
make it from
Bends hopes
Saint Charles
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Pope John Paul
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not
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Rec Center is
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up, the traffic Parking signs will look different once residents can’t park
considering
on Route 53 on campus.
adding
this
and the bridge
trek as an ininto
Downtramural sport
town Lockport will see a dras- with this new decree. Less stu- with every time eligible for
tic decrease. “We are also do- dent traffic keeps our students a prize. Those with the best
ing the community a service safer and reduces the risk of times throughout the semes-

ter can compete in an end of
the year tournament, in which
they can win a T-shirt.
Upon hearing Lewis release
their statement, commuter
students celebrated on the
University Green. “We’re so
excited because all the commuter lots are lumped with
resident students, faculty, staff
and visitors. We constantly
have to fight residents for
parking even though there are
resident-only lots that us commuters can’t park in,” said
Silly Savage, a junior meme
education major. “Considering the fact we make up 70%
of the student population, it’s
about darn time we got more
parking privileges.”
At the moment, resident students are too outraged to comment.

Taco Bell sponsors Albuquerque campus
DEREK SWANSON
A MASSIVE
DISAPPOINTMENT
In a move intended to increase
enrollment at Lewis University’s Albuquerque, New Mexico
location, Taco Bell has struck a
deal to sponsor the campus and
provide much-needed funding
and food services.
The move makes incredible
sense for both sides. Taco Bell
has historically struggled in the
southwest region of the country
where access to higher quality
authentic Mexican food is widely available. In Lewis’ case, the
chance to rid their second campus from their current dreaded
food supplier was too enticing
to pass up.

“We really felt that partnering with Taco Bell in sponsoring
our campus was truly the best
move for the health and wellbeing of our students, along
with academic benefits that will
surely come along,” said Cha.
Lupalover, director of university fast-food partnerships.
Along with converting the existing dining halls to full-service
Taco Bell locations with drive
thru’s, the university is offering
academic appetite incentives to
high-performing students. The
“Bell Grant” will be offered to
all students who can sustain a
4.0 GPA after their first semester, as well as drink an entire
gallon of Baja Blast.
That’s not the only benefit
that students will see, however.
The university clothing store

will now be fully stocked with
promotional Taco Bell merchandise, encouraging students to
“Live Más” both in and out of
the classroom. Additionally,
the university’s mascot will be
changed to the Taco Bell dog
with the sombrero hat, with the
newly revamped name of the
“Flying Frijoles.”
“Quite honestly, I’m stoked
about the Taco Bell merger
on campus,” said Thor Tilla,
a freshman marketing major
who is also in a frat. “We used
to have to like go off campus for
Taco Bell every time we threw
a party, but now we can just go
through the drive thru on campus. Our biggest problem now
is just finding a DD.”
For any Taco Bell fans who
currently attend the Romeoville

campus, Lewis is accepting
transfers
to
Albuquerque based on
brand dedication
and
knowledge
of the Taco
Bell menu. In
order to be
approved for
transfer, stuDEREK SWANSON
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Zoom introduces innovative technology with
new updates
EMILY KRIVOGRAD
KING OF BU!!$**T
In a wave of improved,
student-friendly technology,
the Zoom corporation came
out with a series of updates
to the platform for everyone
enjoying the quality education
of Zoom University. The new
updates became available to
the two subscribers of Zoom
Premium on Feb. 30, but was
released for all users to experience last week.
One of the major changes
to the platform was a series
of automated chat messages
users can choose from when
typing in the chat, including
“Can you repeat that? My internet sucks;” “Did you really
just say that?” “Is this breakout room really necessary?”
and “Sorry, I’m in my car.”
Users can see these suggestions when they open the chat
feature and choose from an array of these messages, as well
as tens of others, in their Zoom
classrooms.
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Zoom’s brand new suggested message options are perfect for any student excited and ready to
learn.
“We came up with these
suggestions through two
hours of intensive research sitting in on Zoom classes,” said
Zoom higher-up Mike Alwezon. “Our bots specializing in
lip-reading, face analysis and
straight-up unmuting micro-

phones found that while students may not typically type
these messages out to people
in class, it sure is what they’re
already thinking.”
In addition to these suggested chat options, Zoom boasted
its biggest, most life-changing

well as how to mute the noisy
student; there’s always that
one person.
“Personally, I see very few
differences with the auto-generated professors,” said liberal
arts major Fallen Klassez. “I
still mostly nap through class,
but when I am awake, which,
uh, isn’t very often, it seems
the lectures sound almost the
same as before. The robot professor matches the exact same
monotone drone my real professor had!”
The human professors have
seemed to take this new technology in stride, with 98% of
professors across the country
employing the auto-generated
educators in their classes. The
remaining 2% has yet to utilize
these new updates, as they’re
currently still trying to figure
out how to share their screens.

feature yet: auto-generated
professors, better than the real
thing. Unlike human professors, these auto-generated
professors always know when
their video is on, when their
microphones are working, as

Students find creative ways to sleep through
Zoom classes
KATELYN LEANO
NERDY CRAFTER

Ever since the pandemic hit
our glorious nation, students
all over the country, whether
in grades K-12 or college, have
been forced to do their schooling at home through online
learning and taking online
classes.
Since attendance is required
for those taking online classes, many students are finding very creative and efficient
ways to sleep through their
Zoom classes while also still
being able to attend them.
One method that students
have been utilizing every day
is that if they don’t have to be
on camera for lectures, they record the audio of the instructor by using the Voice Memos
app on their phone, or they’ll
use a handheld recording device.
“Since I have all online
classes this semester, I try to
show up to all of my classes
every day, but with my busy
work schedule, it hasn’t been
that easy for me to attend all
of them regularly,” said sophomore Maya Buzz.
Billie Butthead, a senior psychology major, has been using
the method of recording all of
his instructor’s lectures for the
past year.
“Especially for my Glob-
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Some of these “knockout” students have found creative ways to get ahead on sleep, at the demise of their academic performance.

al History class, I always
make sure to have my camera turned off, as well as my
phone recorder app on, so that
I can sleep soundly for another
hour,” said Butthead. “After
doing it for the first time, I
realized that I can repeat this
same process for all of my
classes, so that’s really conve-

nient for me.”
Another creative method
that many students are using
for their classes is that if they
have to be on camera, they’ll
use a fake life-size, realistic looking inflatable doll of
themselves.
Sally Smiles, a freshman majoring in sociology, discovered

this method after watching a
video on TikTok showing online schooling hacks.
“After watching a TikTok
video made by a friend of
mine, I learned this one cool
hack for dealing with my online classes, so I searched on
the internet for a good quality, life-sized inflatable doll,”

said Smiles. “When I found a
company that makes them, I
ordered a customizable one of
myself, and it took about three
weeks to ship and be delivered to my house.”
Surprisingly, there are many
professors here at Lewis who
actually approve of their students using these methods
including a professor named
Quasimodo Toshida who
teaches an Intro to Philosophy
class.
“This semester, even though
my students have been using
these methods to avoid paying
attention to my lectures, I still
approve of these said methods
because I know that they’ll
go back and listen to the lectures on their own time,” said
Toshida.
When the instructor of their
classes requires all of their
students to be in attendance,
many of them find alternative
ways to attend them while
also sleeping in front of their
computers with a pillow, blanket and a stuffed animal.
“I couldn’t stand the
thought of having to attend all
of my classes, which were online at this point, so I came up
with a creative way to attend
them while also being able to
catch up on the hours of sleep
I missed,” said Buzz.
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Lewis University to launch new reality game show called
‘Pass That Class’

Eugene Karbs and Coach Biggie Winns on call and ready to
help. It is a serious and similar
game show similar to “Survivor” and “The Amazing
Race.”
Production has said, “This
will be no walk in the park, we
want the kids to be stressed,
that makes for good television.”
Critics from the Moldy Potato also say, “This show is
one of a kind, an absolute
sh**show that’ll have you on
the edge of your seat.”
If interested in participating, the application will open
in August and be available on
the MyLewis Portal. It is asked
of students to at least have
a 1.0 GPA and an extremely
competitive spirit.

LAUREN HARRIS
MS. WIG

Some exciting news for
Lewis University students is
coming this fall. Lewis is set
to launch a new reality game
show called “Pass That Class.”
With different special guest
hosts each week, you may get
your favorite teacher or the
teacher that won’t raise your
grade.
To add on to the fun, each
episode will have a theme of
specific college majors.
The College of Business will
compete along with College of
Aviation and even the College
of Nursing for one big cash
prize.
Each week, contestants will
answer serious questions and
each week someone will go
home.
Some of the prizes consist of
three get out of jail free cards,
a $1,000 scholarship, one A
plus and the possible privilege

Lewis University launches new game show called ‘Pass that Class’
of graduation.
It’ll be a blast, so make sure
to tune in.
The production team is excited to offer this on a network

near you soon.
The show is setting itself up
to have a rigorous track, and
training will be offered everyday at the Rec Center. Mind
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games, puzzles and riddles
will be some of the preparation used to get in the zone.
Lewis has some of their best
athletic trainers such as Coach

Dave Portnoy’s reputation shattered after pizza review
MATT PIENTO
ABSENT

Dave Portnoy, the world’s
absolute biggest pizza reviewer, typically goes to wellknown spots in large cities.
But during his recent Chicago
visit, he was drawn to a local
college outside of Chicago:
Lewis University.
Portnoy is notorious for
handing out pizza reviews
and not giving much sympathy, no matter where he is eating. Like any typical review

Portnoy does, he only shows
the pizza outside of the store,
never inside.
We insisted for him to come
inside to enjoy our legendary
food option on campus. The
Den staff even opened up the
metal cages for the occasion.
However, Portnoy maintained
that he would eat his meal
outside. Portnoy received
his ready-to-go cheese pizza,
though he was confused why
it did not come with fries.
Alas, the lack of a potato sidekick did not bother him, for he
had one task at hand. As he

grabbed the pizza and tested
the flop of the crust, he remained under impressed, as it
almost fell apart when he tried
picking up the slice.
With a defeated look he stated, “one bite, everyone knows
the rules” like he does in every
review. Portnoy’s first taste
was a monster bite in order
to prevent the slice from falling onto the sidewalk. As he
chewed, he struggled to keep
a straight face because of the
very sweet sauce and overload
on the cheese.
“Right now in the ranking

it’s just above gas station pizza, but a really big step down
from the Lunchables pizzas,”
said Portnoy.
Yet, against all odds, Portnoy took this unlikely opportunity to break his coveted
one bite rule, as he went for a
second taste. The crowd was
shocked; everyone in attendance gasped for air, with one
woman in a Barstool Sports
hoodie even fainting for a
brief moment.
Portnoy soon rose to his
own defense.

“Look, I took a flight on
Spirit Airlines to get here. The
plane rattled and shook the
whole flight, and they didn’t
even have peanuts to eat. I’ve
earned this bite,” said Portnoy.
In the wake of the Flyer’s
Den Pizza Review, Portnoy
lost approximately 1.5 million
subscribers and notable sponsors for breaking his contractually bound one-bite rule.

Grammy’s scheduled to add new category: Mumble Rap
LAUREN HARRIS
MS. WIG

Coming off of a huge win
at last year’s Grammys, Rapper Dirty Nerdy has inspired a
new subcategory for mumble
rappers all over the world.
From rapping about his career switch from being an accountant to being a musician,
he talks about how much he
hated his job and was looking for some excitement in
his life. Friends have gone on
the record to say, “Honestly
we thought he was joking
when he said he wanted to
rap, he wasn’t good at all, this
is shocking actually.” But the
negative press never stopped
Nerdy, he speaks about how
the dirty nerdy started out
as just a mean nickname kids
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Grammys to introduce new category: Mumble Rap
used to call him in school.
“Look at me now.”
When asked about how
he feels about the impact his

music has had on the world
Nerdy answers, “ It’s all for
the kids. In college, they told
me to study more but I just

wanted to rap. The numbers
don’t lie, nerds rule the world,
just look what we did. He then
ran off and can be seen speak-

ing into a microphone and
asking the people on the street
if they know who he is.
The new category will include new names such as
DaMan, Emily the Pony, and
Duke The III from Toronto.
Our team tracked them down
for an interview and they
seemed to be filled with excitement about their nominations. All refused to comment
on that but let it be known that
they are happy to be known as
mumble rappers and think it
is revolutionary.
Audience members have
even gone on to say that ‘It’s
amazing, I can’t even hear
what they’re saying, it’s like
i’m listening to aliens, this is
the future.”
The academy is proud and
will keep the new category for
many years to come.

CAMPUS LIFE
Borromeo opens up The Playground,
improves student morale
EMILY KRIVOGRAD
KING OF BU!!$**T
A new facility sure
to attract new students
called “The Playground”
recently opened in St.
Charles Borromeo Hall,
where students can unleash their inner child.
While The Playground
gives students an area
to de-stress and form
meaningful friendships
(or not), it is of course,
COVID-19 conscious.
The Playground, which
includes many fun features like swing sets and
fireman poles, also has
multiple sanitation stations where students can
squirt hand sanitizer into
their palms as well as anti-bacterial wipes so students can wipe-down the
equipment before use.
Unlike other attractive
places on campus, like
the nature trail, The Playground is open 24 hours
a day, due to the administration’s strong belief
that playtime should not
be restricted to any set
hours. Even more interesting, The Playground
also has minimal oversight, with the excep-

tion of the thorough bimonthly cleanings by
Sodexo employees.
“I love utilizing the
equipment at The Playground, especially when
it’s dark out and I can
really feel free,” said
returning adult undergraduate student Brad.
“The guys and I go every
weekend at least. Hoping that girls are there,
obviously.”
Already, it seems the
morale of students who
go to the Playground has
improved as compared
to students who sit in
their dorm rooms and
isolate themselves with
only the comfort of ramen or dorm room chili
to keep them company.
In a recent survey (in
which some unfortunate
research students were
forced to make and distribute to their unlucky
friends and acquaintances), those who reported
visiting The Playground
twice or more a week
have reduced stress levels and may even live
longer.
“It seems that those of
us who love The Playground are benefitting
much more from our cho-
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Whether making only a quick visit or staying for hours on end, The Playground offers fun for all.
sen lifestyle than those
of us who, say, might
just sit in their rooms
and scream at their computer screen while playing video games until 2
a.m.,” said psychology
major Lez Hav-Sumfun.
Currently, a group of
like-minded
students

who
call
themselves
“The Players” is trying
to form a club dedicated
to meeting new people
and attending The Playground together for the
Fall 2021 semester. Depending on who you ask,
social distancing and
mask-wearing might still

be a concern by then,
though The Players have
made it clear that whatever COVID-19 precautions are in place in the
fall, they’ll be ready to
submit to them.

North Hall remodeled into Greek-only sections
JADA HOFFMAN
LIBRA QUEEN
On April 1, it was announced that North Hall
will be remodeled and
turned into a Greek only
residence hall.
Though Greeks have been
asking for personal homes
to be built for them.To be
fair to all, Residence Life
believed this was the best
move in the end.
“It will be so much easier
to have all of Greek life in
one place once construction begins,” said Jennifer
Barbados, Director of Residence Life.
Current sections in North
Hall allow up to six people
to live in the room, with
there being two doubles
and two singles. This will
be decreased to allow space
for statues of famous Greek
gods. Those with more
members will be encouraged to have more than one

statue.
Aside from the statues
of Zeus, Poseidon, Achilles and Medusa, students
of North Hall can expect to
see other changes as well.
Large, stone pillars and
grand carvings will pay
tribute to the Parthenon.
There are some organizations on campus with less
than six, putting them at a
disadvantage. Assistant Director of Student Activities,
Zachary Rockford will be
working more closely with
Greeks to help them recruit
more members. Due to COVID, several restrictions
have been put in place, but
by next semester Rockford
believes all organizations
will have at least six members.
“I was part of Greek life in
my college years and I want
those at Lewis to be able to
experience that and more.
It was a great feeling to
say you were part of Greek
life,” Rockford stated.

North Hall is going to see some massive changes as frats move in.
Greek letters will be displayed inside and outside
of North Hall. Alumni in togas will have pictures hung
up along the hallways. The
conference room will also

be remodeled so that Greek
food will be served and
random plates will be broken at all hours of the day.
There are still some protocols being created to en-

LUIS CHAVEZ

sure residence life rules
are followed and obeyed.
Remodeling is predicted to
be done by July and Greeks
will be able to move in during August.

CAMPUS LIFE
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Campus car wash bathes big rigs
KATELYN LEANO
NERDY CRAFTER
On March 17, the grand
opening of a new car wash
called “Wash LewisU” took
place at 8 a.m. on parking
lot GG, located on Lewis’
main campus.
President Dr. David Livingston approved the idea
for a new car wash on campus after a group of three
juniors presented the idea
at a board meeting a year
and a half ago.
The three juniors include:
psychology major Tabitha
Trixie, political science major Bob Woodword and history major Amy Magorium.
“One time, when I was
driving my friends Amy and
Bob home from school, they
noticed that my car was super dirty, so they made me
take it to a car wash at a gas
station near the school, but
the problem was that there
were too many cars in line
to use it, so we had to wait
our turn which took about
four hours,” said Trixie.
A day later, Trixie and her
friends presented their idea
for a new car wash at school
to Livingston after one of
his board meetings. Construction for the car wash
started a year ago after the
school board approved the
idea.
Since the car wash has

been built,
all members
of the Lewis community will be
able to use
it at their
own convenience.
“I’m
really happy
and
glad
the
school
decided to
open
this
car
wash
because my
car
keeps
getting dirty
e v e r y d a y,
and
since
I live on
campus as a
resident student, I have
to leave the
campus every day and
go to the
nearest gas Students can use the car wash anytime a day throughout the week.
station with
a car wash,” said freshman ence and Technology.
gas station car wash, it will
sociology major Dani AyaJust like with other stu- use 40 percent less water
zuki. “With this new car dent fees, students will with about 150 gallons of
wash, it will be so conve- have to pay $12 out of pock- water per one car.
nient for me and other resi- et to be able to use the car
A benefit of this new car
dent students because we wash.
wash is that it will create
can keep our cars clean and
It will be open to the pub- new job opportunities for
away from the dirt.”
lic from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. ev- all Lewis students. Students
The car wash will feature ery Monday through Friday. who choose to work for it
new and innovative tech- It will be closed every Sat- will earn roughly $10 an
nology created by the engi- urday and Sunday, includ- hour. There are many posineering department and the ing holidays and breaks.
tions available including a
Colleges of Aviation, SciCompared to the average sign spinner, car guider, ca-
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shier and manager.
Max Uno, a sophomore
biology major, will take
advantage of this opportunity and get a job at the car
wash.
“Ever since I came to Lewis, I’ve been looking for a
good part-time job on campus to have, but I haven’t
had any luck applying for
jobs ever since,” said Uno.

Make students happy, give us free food
STEPHANIE
LINGENFELTER
TREE HUGGER
They say the best
things in life are free,
yet food is not free, so to
meet the promises made
by this statement, Lewis
needs to make all food
on campus free. Unlimited Den pizza and wings
for all.
To be honest, I don’t
really have any good
points for why food
should be free except it
would be awesome, but I
am going to try anyway.
We already spend so
much on tuition and
books, so why not make
it like an all-inclusive
stay where students can
stuff their faces with as
much food as they desire? This would encourage students to stay on
campus longer and improve everyone’s happiness.
Lewis says they care
about student’s mental

LUIS CHAVEZ

Students and QAnon enthusiasts advocate for free food to bring eternal joy to campus.

health, so what better
way to prove it than by
offering free food? Plus,
enough ice cream can
distract anyone from
anything.

Back to the best point,
free food would be awesome. Commuters would
no longer have to lug
their lunch bags around
or pay the expensive

costs on campus and residents would no longer
need to get those pesky
meal plans.
When
asked
how
they would feel about

free food on campus,
business major Gavin
Doofensmirf simply said,
“That’d be dope.” Gavin
is right, it would indeed
be dope. Just imagine
how nice it would be
to walk into Charlie’s
Place, grab a sub and
walk out without even
having to stand in that
long checkout line. No
more worrying about
how many Flyer Dollars you have left. You
can get that Starbucks or
get that ice cream after
you flunked that big test
with no problem!
Besides, this does not
just have to be for students, staff can have free
food too. Free food for
all! It’s a great, expensive way to boost both
student and staff morale.
A petition for Lewis
to give students free
food can be found at
food4lewisfood4all.org.
Help us turn the freshman 15 into the freshman 50!
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Bull riding team faces major headaches before
season opener
DEREK SWANSON
A MASSIVE DISAPPOINTMENT
No bull!
The Lewis bull riding team,
set to begin its first season on
April 1, has faced numerous
setbacks that could jeopardize
the future of bull riding on the
campus before it really even
begins.
The team was launched as
an initiative to diversify the
athletic offerings available
at the university, while other
proposed sports, such as hobby horse racing and outdoor
ping pong, did not make the
cut. Yet few in the athletic department could have foreseen
some of the issues that would
come about, especially with
housing concerns for the bulls.
“Originally, we were just
going to let the bulls wander
around in the campus green,”
said Bulinda Yard, director of

Smoothie lovers unite
at rec center for
organic meal
replacements
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Immediately before chasing a group of students, now Redshirted Bulls appeared doscile
live animal housing at Lewis.
That decision was quickly
changed however, as a handful of bulls charged students
who were wearing red clothing, resulting in minor cuts
and bruises. The bulls in question were barred from this season’s competition, meaning
they were quite literally redshirted.
Following the charging ordeal, the Sustainability Club
was tasked with finding a solution in housing the bulls, so
the club put together a plan

that would allow the bulls to
live in the hangar of Harold
White. The club also agreed
to clean up the manure piles
that the bulls would leave
and use them for the campus
greenhouse.
However, members of the
aviation department have
criticized the Sustainability Club’s efforts, alleging
that the bulls are wandering
along the runways and preventing planes from
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The new “Flyer Smoothies” dining spot is keeping the relationships of the athletics department staff safe and healthy.

DANI NAVARRETE

CAN’T SWIM

Athletes’ weight room wins award for being gigantic
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The weight room has more than a thousand set of plates and dumbbells for student-athletes to
use.

DANI NAVARRETE
CAN’T SWIM

On March 15, the studentathlete weight room at Lewis
University was awarded the
ultimate award of the biggest
weight room in the nation, according to the 2021 Princeton
Review on athletic facilities.
More than 2,000 gyms among
all three divisions were evaluated according to length,
height and capacity; the athletics weight room located at
the JFK Recreation and Fitness
Center surpassed the expectations.
The length of the winning
gym is approximately 120
yards, or 360 feet, which is the
equivalent length of a football
field. Though Lewis does not
have a football team, athletes
easily could play the sport
while in the weight room, if
it were not for the almost one

hundred weight racks along
its perimeter.
For the height, the team of
measurers needed to put a few
ladders on top of each other so
they could get the exact measurement from the floor to the
ceiling. It was a total of 150
feet tall, which is about eight
times as tall as a giraffe, or
three times as tall as the Hollywood sign.
Since the weight room size
is 54,000 square feet, its capacity almost reaches 5,000
athletes. Lewis’ athletic community consists of almost 500
athletes. However, the architect in charge of the project,
Alexander Walsh, is also a
conspiracy theorist who saw
COVID coming over 20 years
ago, when the recreation center was founded.
“My view of the Lewis
weight room was one in which
multiple teams could get their
workout done at the same

time, while being appropriately socially distanced from
each other,” said Walsh. “A
global pandemic was going
to arrive sooner or later, so I
wanted to make sure that the
Lewis athletes were healthy
and safe coming together into
the weight room.”
Throughout the last decade,
the Lewis weight room underwent renovations by Walsh
and his team because they
wanted to win the top award
at all cost. “There were countless times that we were top
five by Princeton but never
the first; finally, all these years
of enlargement work paid off,
and now it will be hard for
some other school gym to be
bigger than us.”
If you are a Lewis student or
faculty or staff member not involved in athletics, you should
go check the athletics weight
room. It is indeed gigantic.

Last week, the athletics department founded what they
had long been waiting for: a
smoothie bar. Located inside
the JFK Recreation and Fitness Center, the new smoothie
bar named “Flyer Smoothies”
started operations with one of
the main goals being to help
the athletic staff not miss TV
show episodes with their partners.
The key feature of the
smoothies, one that no student
asked for but they’ll all have
to suffer with, is that every ingredient in all the smoothies
will be sourced directly from
the campus. These ingredients
include tree bark, blades of
grass, suspicious mushrooms,
colorful fungus, objects lying
near the road and finally dirt.
Sodexo representatives ensure
that every ingredient is sustainably sourced and tastes
better than terrible.
Students can even volunteer
to collect ingredients for class
credit in applicable biology
and environmental science
classes. Some students have
even been spotted hanging out
of trees, digging in the mud
and just pain tasting grass to
help make the smoothies and
save their grades.
Of course, not only are the
smoothies made with sustainable ingredients, but the cups

are biodegradable as well.
Each cup comes imprinted
with a message instrustructing customers to consume the
drink in at least 30 minutes.
After this period of half an
hour, the cups begin to disintegrate.
“Personally, I love the whole
smoothie idea,” said environmental science major and
campus tree hugger Lez E.
Missions. “I mean, sure the
dirt does leave a weird taste in
your mouth, but once you get
past that and learn to chug it
down, my appetite is curbed
for the rest of the day and I
don’t even need to eat Sodexo
food!”
In addition to its environmental initiative, the entire
athletics department also
loves the time-saving factors
of Flyer Smoothies. “Sometimes I don’t want to lose
time on going to the cafeteria
because then I fall behind on
my work, leave late, get traffic and when I finally make it
home, my wife gets mad at me
because I don’t get to watch
‘The Bachelor’ with her on
time,” said Assistant Athletic
Director Mateo Minasi. “My
office is at the rec, so if I can
just go upstairs, chug down
the green gook and then I can
leave for home punctually and
I can watch the full ‘Bachelor’
episode with my wife.”

